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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

To Everything There Is a Season...
Dennis Morrissey
President
“To everything (turn, turn, turn)
there is a season (turn, turn, turn).”
So begins the opening lyric to Pete
Seeger’s haunting melody Turn!
Turn! Turn! Seeger’s song quickly
reached #1 in late 1965 in a version
by the Byrds, one of the first
American folk rock bands. The
Vietnam War was escalating and
many younger Americans were
wishing for a national change of
direction. This song struck a nerve
and sounded a hope.
Yes, the seasons of life continually
change, as we all know. As I
write, April has just given way to
May and spring holds sway. The
arrival of summer will also herald
the arrival of our annual ReTreat
on June 28-29 in the “friendly
confines” (sorry, Cubs’ fans) of
Illinois State University. It holds
great promise with headliners
Sandra Snow and Daniel Afonso,
reading and interest sessions,
lunches and a banquet, friendly
vendors, caring colleagues, and
a welcoming atmosphere. Please
come, share, and enjoy. This is
Illinois ACDA at its best.

The turn of June into July will
mark another turn in our state
presidential rotation. Past
President Karyl Carlson will leave
the Board of Directors, having
served six years in presidential
positions. Karyl has contributed
enormously to the health and
growth of Illinois ACDA with
her welcoming spirit, her
commitment, her musicianship,
her dedication, her vision, her
energy, and her love. However,
Karyl will maintain a leadership
position within ACDA as she
assumes the role of president-elect
for the Central Division and we
wish Karyl the very best. With
Karyl’s departure, I will become
past president, Lee Kesselman
president, and Jeff Wilson
president-elect. I am looking
forward to working closely with
Lee and Jeff in the next two years.
When summer gives way to
autumn, Illinois ACDA will
hold its fall conference on the
campus of the College of DuPage
in Glen Ellyn, October 27-28. In
addition to interest sessions and
exciting choral performances, the
conference will feature several
honor choirs and three wonderful
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REPERTOIRE AND RESOURCES CHAIRS

(President’s Message continued from page 1)

Children’s Choir
Renee DeJager
Timothy Christian Schools
DeJager@timothychristian.com

Middle/Jr. High Choirs
Debbie Aurelius-Muir
Olympia High School
debbie.aurelius-muir@olympia.org

College /University Choirs
Andrea Solya
University of Illinois, U-C
asolya2@illinois.edu

Music in Worship
Jeff Hunt, co-chair
Baker Memorial UMC
mmsdir1@aol.com

Community Choirs
Steven Szalaj
McHenry County College and
Voices in Harmony
szjsings@mac.com

Music in Worship
Michele Hecht, co-chair
First Congregational Church
of Glen Ellyn
michele@fccge.org

Composition Contest
Phil Spencer
Joliet Junior College
philipspencer@sbcglobal.net

Senior High School Choirs
Sarah Catt
Elk Grove High School
sarah.catt@d214.org

Ethnic & Multicultural
Dr. Keith Hampton
Chicago Community Chorus
drkt1407@aol.com

Show Choirs
Kassy Krause
Wheaton North High School
kassandra.krause@cusd200.org

Female Choirs
Aubrey Dunham
Riverside Brookfield High School
dunhama@rbhs208.net

Student Representative
Jess Palmisano
University of Illinois
jesspalmisano@gmail.com

Historian
Bob Boyd
Retired
bealextoo@aol.com

Two-Year Colleges
Thomas J. Stauch
Harper College
tstauch@harpercollege.edu

ILMEA Choir Chair
Curtis Fischer-Oelschlaeger
Rock Ridge High School
choir@rockridgeschools.org

Vocal Jazz
Jennifer Seiler
Metamora High School
jseiler@mths.us

Male Choirs
Mark Grizzard
Illinois State University
megrizz@ilstu.edu

Youth and Student Activities
Andy Jensen
Southwestern Illinois College
andrew.jensen@swic.edu

Membership
Andy Jeffrey, co-chair
Glenbard West High School
andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.org

Webmaster
Jason Hawkins
Plainfield North High School
jasonhawkins@comcast.net

Membership
Brandon Catt, co-chair
Glenbard East High School
bcatt2@gmail.com
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headliners: ACDA Executive
Director Tim Sharp, Emily
Ellsworth of Anima, and Julia
Davis of North Park University.
Plan now to “Come to the MAC.”
Before closing, I would like to
thank all those with whom I have
had an opportunity to interact in
my role as president--in particular,
our dedicated and caring Board
of Directors. It has truly been an
honor to serve our organization as
president. I hope I may continue
to be of service in the years ahead.
“To everything there is a season.”
Thank you.
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IL-ACDA DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES

Summer Re-Treat 2017: June 28-29

District 1
Richard Nunley
Kenwood Academy
rnunley@cps.edu

Lee Kesselman
President-Elect

8:15-9:15 - Directors’ Chorus:
Sandra Snow
`

It’s almost time for the IL-ACDA
Summer ReTreat, our annual
lovefest of choral music in the
relaxing environment of ISU
in Bloomington-Normal. With
headliners Sandra Snow and
Daniel Afonso, you can expect two
days of music, camaraderie and –
yes, dancing!

9:15-10:15 - Afterglow

Here is a tentative schedule - you
can register NOW on the IL-ACDA
website.

9:45-10:30 - Director’s Chorus:
Sandra Snow

District 2
Ben Holmes
Woodrow Wilson Middle School
bholmes3@gmail.com
District 3
Ben Luginbuhl
Normal Community High School
Luginbbr@unit5.org
District 4
Josh Spear
Rochester High School
jspear@rochester3a.net
District 5
Jacob Elam
Central A&M Middle School
elamj@cam.k12.il.us
District 6
Kara Gregory
Carbondale Community High School
kara.gregory@cchs165.com
District 7
Sean Newman
Round Lake Middle School
snewman@rlas-116.org

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28

8:00-8:45 - Headliner Session:
Sandra Snow - Vocal technique
8:45-9:30 - Headliner Session:
Daniel Afonso - Advocacy for
Latino Music

10:45-11:15 - Latino Dance
Interlude

9:30–10:30 - Directors’ Chorus:
Sandra Snow

11:15-11:45 - Collegiate Interest
Session - Exhibits

10:30-11:15 - Exhibits open and
exhibitors introduced

12:00-1:00 - Lunch
“Blind date” matches of
experienced and new teachers

11:15-12:15 - Headliner Session:
Daniel Afonso - Latino Repertoire
& rehearsal strategies
1:45-2:45 - Headliner Session:
Daniel Afonso - Latino Repertoire
& Rehearsal Strategies
3:00-4:00 - Headliner Session:
Sandra Snow - Pedagogy & the
Young Singers

District 8
Drayton Eggleson
Sycamore High School
dreggles@syc427.org

Demonstration choir – Olympia
Middle School Chorus, Debbie
Aurelius-Muir, Director, Olympia
Middle School in Stanford, IL

District 9
Bryan Kunstman
Kaneland High School
Bryan.kunstman@kaneland.org

4:15-5:15 - “Speed” Reading
Session – all levels!
5:30-7:15 - Banquet dinner &
Decker Award presentation to
Gordon Krauspe
7:30-8:15 - Headliner Session:
Daniel Afonso - Latino Repertoire
& Rehearsal Strategies
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THURSDAY, JUNE 29

1:15-2:00 - Headliner Session:
Sandra Snow - Reading Repertoire
2:00-2:45 - Exhibitor Fiesta & Raffle
2:45-3:45 - Interest sessions
a) Tim Fredstrom & Karyl
Carlson: The Power of Two
(program & ensemble planning
in a multiple person dept.
b) Keith Hampton: Gospel Music
c) Daniel Afonso: Language skills
for Latino music
4:00-4:45 - Director’s Chorus:
Sandra Snow
Composition contest presentation
– Phil Spencer
4:45-5:15 - Headliner session:
Sandra Snow - Director Talkback
5:15-5:30 - Recognitions &
Farewell: Dennis Morrissey
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Community of Song
Steven Szalaj
Community Choirs
Repertoire, teaching, rehearsal,
building ensemble, expression,
program order - there are a
million details that go into a choral
performance. This artistic product
is what our audience experiences
when attending our concerts. It is a
primary focus of what we do. It is
the end of a journey.

The artistic product and the human
product work together to shape the
whole experience of singing in our
choirs. In an ideal world, these are
equally important focuses of our
efforts. However we live in a world
of variables - time constraints,
unplanned changes, unknown
difficulties, external events, etc. that effect our journey. These can
change the balance of the artistic
and human products.

There are choirs that focus almost
exclusively on the human product.
The choral art needs these groups
like this as well.

What our audience does not
experience is the journey that
our singers have taken with us
in the preparation of the artistic
product. Our singers - and we as
conductors - learn and grow not
only in musical ways, but also
in personal ways. Interacting
with a meaningful text, making
new friendships, the personal
fulfillment of a successful journey
- there are a million things that
we gain from participation in
the choir. This human product is
another part of what we do.

We can think of the artistic and
human products as axes on a
graph. Where would your choir
be? The professional choir might
focus more on the artistic scale that is why the singers want to be
in that type of ensemble, and it is
what the audience expects in the
performance. The choral art needs
choirs like this. A community choir
may lean its focus more to the
human side. These singers have
many reasons for participating
beside the music, so we work
to satisfy those needs as well.

Here is an opportunity to have
some of the singers in your
community choir meet with others
who share their passion. The honor
choir will be lead by our ACDA
Executive Director, Tim Sharp.
Here is an opportunity to build the
artistic and human product of your
singers!

IL-ACDA is planning an honor
choir for church choir and
community choir singers at the Fall
Conference, October 27 - 28, 2017
at the College of DuPage. Look for
registration information about this
event

Retreat 2017
Summer Conference of Illinois ACDA
June 28-29, Wednesday-Thursday
Illinois State University, Normal
Dr. Sandra Snow, Michigan State University (Directors’ Chorus)
Pedagogy for young singers,
Vocal technique, and conducting
Dr. Daniel Afonso, California State University - Stanislaus
Latin American music – repertoire,
strategies and advocacy
Director’s Chorus | Reading & Interest Sessions | Networking
Composition Contest Winner | Welcoming Environment
Contact: Amy Branahl
847.445.6406 | amyacda@gmail.com | http://www.il-acda.org/
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Our Intangible Cultural Heritage
Mark Grizzard
Male Choirs
In 2003, UNESCO (the United
Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization) held a
conference for the “Safeguarding
of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage”. What exactly is that,
you ask? This conference defined
Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH)
as “traditions or living expressions
inherited from our ancestors and
passed on to our descendants”,
as opposed to tangible items
such as monuments or artifacts.
The convention claimed, “The
importance of intangible cultural
heritage is not the cultural
manifestation itself but rather the
wealth of knowledge and skills
that is transmitted through it
from one generation to the next.”
The UNSECO website uses the
following descriptors for ICH:
1) Traditional, contemporary
and living at the same time; 2)
Inclusive; 3) Representative; and 4)
Community-based.
Since this convention, UNESCO
has published a Representative List
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
of Humanity, which currently has
over 330 items on it. Some items
are nation-specific, and others are
collaborative. A few examples:
• Horseback Shrimp Fishing,
from Belgium
• Toquila Straw Hat Weaving,
from Ecuador
• Falconry, from 18 countries
including France, Qatar, and
Czechia
Another list has also been created:
the List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage in Need of Urgent
Safeguarding. As you may infer,
this second list identifies cultural
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practices in danger of dying out,
including:
• Coaxing Ritual for Camels,
from Mongolia
• The Building and Sailing of
Lenj Boats, from Iran
Nations or state parties that
aim to identify an element as an
ICH must complete a lengthy
application detailing its practice
and significance, and must report
regularly (every six years and
every four years, respectively for
the two lists) on the steps being
taken to promote and safeguard it.
It should be no surprise that
many musical traditions appear
on these lists, from Cremonese
violin craftsmanship in Italy,
to Kumiodori music theatre in
Japan, to the Baltic song and dance
celebrations in Estonia, Lativa,
and Lithuania. Of course we
know that music is “traditional,
contemporary and living at
the same time”; it is inclusive,
representative, and communitybased. Many of us feel that choral
music can be especially so.
Supposing we were asked, how
would we collaboratively fill out
an ICH application for “Choral
Music” today? Surely we each feel
the incredible opportunity and
obligation to pass on a wealth of
inherited knowledge to the next
generation. What specifics do we
promote, and what is in need of
urgent safeguarding? Solfège?
The music of Bach, Beethoven and
Brahms? The practice of saying
“tee” instead of “three” when you
count-sing?

traditional studies music history
and theory, citing a desire to allow
their increasingly diverse student
population to find a program of
study that fits. We might hear
this news and rejoice (“No more
augmented sixth chords for me!”)
or grumble (“They’re going to
graduate a class of musicians
that doesn’t know about the
Renaissance?”). As we embrace
a vivid kaleidoscope of music
traditions into our fold, are we
letting go of anything we should
keep? As we create music that
aims to touch the souls of a new
generation, how stalwartly do we
hold up the beauties of generations
past?
Fortunately, we have not been
asked to agree on a Google Doc
that would satisfy each of our
individual definitions of the
choral tradition. What we can
agree on, however, is that this a
tradition worth safeguarding and
promoting to every generation. We
also know that there is a healthy
myriad of practices, organizations,
and individuals at work, allowing
this remarkable cultural expression
to thrive. I encourage you to
discuss your ideas about our
choral heritage with your peers
and your students, and to put into
practice your own ideas about the
legacy you want to promote and
safeguard, so that we leave the
next generation with a wealth of
knowledge, spirit, and passion for
the life-changing power of choral
music.
More information at: http://www.
unesco.org/culture/ich/

As you may have read recently,
Harvard university has loosened
its curricular requirements of
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Choral Music: Where Are We Headed Today?
Thomas J. Stauch
Two-Year Colleges

to the essence of this affective part
of us.

In the ancient world the Greeks
looked at Astronomy and Music
as two sides of the same coin.
Astronomy was seen as the study
of permanent, observable, external
objects and their relationships.
Music however, was viewed as the
means to recognize and discern
big, hidden, internal, aspects of
life. It is this internal, emotional
self that defines us as human.

Feelings and emotions create
physical reactions in our bodies
and mind. We laugh. We cry.
We grieve. We love. When we
experience emotions our bodies
physically react simultaneously
with them. The physical and
cognitive are linked together. They
are inseparable. True feeling and
emotions do not exist solely in the
mind, they exist simultaneously in
our bodies. You cannot have one
without the other.

Our academic programs and
degrees are filled with required
courses where high value is
placed on writing, reading,
analysis and critical thinking. The
current emphasis is on programs
represented by the acronym STEM
(science, technology, engineering,
math). While these are all
important they ignore the entire
internal, emotional side we all
possess. This is a huge mistake and
an existential threat to all we hold
dear as individuals, music makers,
a people, and a country.
We are emotional beings; our
feelings and emotions are a
primary and primordial driving
force in our lives. They are
the foundation of everything.
We make choices and come to
decisions every day and, in each
and every instance, the state of our
emotions influences the choices
we make. The more important the
situation, the more significant our
feelings and emotions are in this
process. How do we come to know
and understand our own feelings
and emotions? The only way we
have to know and understand
that part of ourselves is through
our experiences with these very
same feelings and emotions.
No discussion, analysis, study,
definition or characterization gets
Volume 43 No. 2

The only things we have that
directly allow us to vicariously
experience our emotive selves
are the arts, and more specifically
music. Vocal and choral music
are particularly effective in this
regard. For those of us involved
in teaching and making music, we
have the front row seat to seeing
the effect of music on ourselves,
our students and our listeners.
The human voice raised in song
reaches out and touches us like
nothing else in creation. It is the
most intimate of the arts. The
intimacy of singing is created
because we are the instruments
that produce the music. There
is nothing else, just us and
our voices. When we sing, we
reach inside ourselves to tap the
reservoir of our life experiences in
order to bring life to the feelings
and emotions the composer has
strived to instill in the music. This
is the magic that happens when we
sing. The sounds that come from
our voices are transformed and
become the essence of the feelings
and emotions we have inside. We
do not sing analysis, categories,
formulas or structure. We sing
emotions. They pour out from us
as waves of sound that are full of

emotion and they are unstoppable.
It is through the singing voices
of our choristers that deeply felt
significant emotional affective
experiences are made possible.
These experiences are what
we strive to achieve. It is our
responsibility to use our skills and
knowledge to enable our listeners,
choristers and ourselves to have
these experiences. Doug McEwen
at Arizona State University
emphasized again and again that
conductors and singers must
“identify and empathize with
what the composer has intended
in order to breathe life into the
music.” The internal feelings and
emotions in the music must be
discovered and manifested by and
flow from us to our singers. We
must lead and teach with passion.
All music has the potential to stir
us and enrich that affective part of
ourselves. However, when finely
crafted music is performed with
high levels of artistry it has the
power to affect us profoundly
and deeply. It is this power that
is so important. For when we are
moved by a piece of music, we
come to better understand and
come to grips with our emotive
side that lives within. It is in these
moments when the differences
between people begin to melt
away and we become one human
family. This can lead each of us to
the realization that if my feelings
and emotions are precious and
valuable to me then the emotions
and feelings of another person
must be equally precious and
valuable to them. If this is true,
and I believe it to be so, then all of
us, every person, has worth, value
and is deserving of respect and
dignity. Differences such as race,
age, gender, nationality, political
orientation, religion, education,
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Choral Music: Where Are We Headed Today? continued from page 6)

socio-economic status, sexual
orientation, disabilities, career or
job disappear when we are swept
up in the magic transformative
power of music. The music does
not care about these things. It
doesn’t even recognize them. We
become aware that we belong to
one large human family, a rich
panoply of individuals, each
unique in their own right yet
under the surface identical. We
share feelings, emotions, fears,
aspirations and dreams. It is only
music and the other arts we have
created that address and nurture
this hidden emotional internal
self. If there is to be a hope for
us, a hope for peace, harmony, of
mutual understanding and respect,

equality, fairness, and wellness
we must all come to know and
understand these deep common
bonds. All music, but vocal/choral
music in particular, provides a
strong pathway to this goal.
The belief that music is mere
entertainment, a fill, something
extra-curricular, something not
on a par with other disciplines,
something of lesser value because
it cannot be measured, analyzed
or dissected in order to talk about
it in an academic manner and is
thus not worthy of its rightful
place at the core of our education
curriculum and institutions
is pervasive in all levels of
education. As conductors, teachers,

composers we have the duty and
obligation to address this situation.
We must articulate the value of
our art for what it provides our
people, nation and world as we
go forward. We must remain
passionate and steadfast in our
belief and resolve to educate and
make ever clearer all the reasons
why what we do is so essential to
our future. A world or a school
without music is a potential
consequence if we fail to stand
up for music and the arts being
placed once and for all at the core
of education in the 21st century.
We raise our voices in song. Isn’t it
now time to raise your voices for
our art?

My Best, Not the Best
Sarah Catt
Senior High School Choirs
Full disclosure: I recently had a
baby.
Now you may be wondering,
“Why is the High School
Repertoire and Resources Chair
talking about her baby in the
Illinois ACDA Podium? And
what does that have to do with
being a choir director?” To that, I
would respond that I completely
understand your confusion, and
I would have shared your exact
sentiment eight months ago. But
let me assure you, I do indeed have
a reason for bringing up my baby...
my absolutely adorable, lovable,
sweet, amazing baby girl that is.
My pre-baby life was pretty
unbalanced. Generally speaking, I
think it is possible that many choir
directors lead fairly unbalanced
lifestyles. My husband is also a
high school choir director, and
we have enabled each other to
lead pretty work-centered lives
Volume 43 No. 2

for the majority of our careers. As
many of you may already know,
having a baby changes things
pretty quick. Nights once spent
planning out every logistical detail
of a concert have been replaced
with sleepless nights cleaning
bottles and maybe squeezing in a
few work emails. Planning periods
spent perfecting daily lesson plans
and announcements have been
replaced with running around and
scrambling to pick repertoire. After
teaching for eight years with the
primary focus being my career,
this new lifestyle has been a pretty
sudden shift in reality.

my “best” pre-baby. Because in my
pre-baby life, I drew some pretty
hard-and-fast rules and structures
for myself about what it meant to
provide a quality music education
to my students. I used to add lots
of extra opportunities and events
because I felt that this provided the
best experiences for my students.
I used to have color-coded dress
rehearsal schedules and concert
logistics maps because I felt that
this provided my students the
vision and structure needed to
succeed. I used to do these things
because at the time, I felt that this
was “best” for my students.

I am doing my absolute best in this
new phase of my life. I do my best
because my family deserves my
best. My students deserve my best.
My school deserves my best. My
colleagues and friends deserve my
best. The problem is that I often
have days where I feel like my
best is not good enough. I think
the root of this feeling is that my
“best” now looks different than

But what about now?
I don’t create color-coded dress
rehearsal schedules anymore.
I also don’t write out field trip
itineraries or packing lists with the
thorough details that I used to. I
don’t clean my desk at the end of
each school day.
What do I do then?
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Music at Illinois

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

Discover

ILLINOIS BACH ACADEMY
The University of Illinois School of Music proudly announces the
founding of the Illinois Bach Academy, a one-week summer workshop
dedicated to the exploration of the music of Johann Sebastian Bach.
The faculty includes some of the country’s leading experts in the study
and performance of 17th and 18th century music.
This year we celebrate one of Bach’s most profound masterpieces, the
St. John Passion. The week culminating in a historically-informed public
performance of the work by the Academy participants. The concert will
take place Friday evening, June 23, at 7:30 pm, in the Great Hall of the
Krannert Performing Arts Center.
The Academy is designed for musicians of all experience levels, united
by their interest in the music of Bach. Each day begins with all the
participants coming together for a lecture exploring the historical
and liturgical context of the St. John Passion. The rest of the morning
and early afternoon are spent in rehearsals. In the late afternoon,
participants divide into smaller groups based on interest (singer,
collegiate singer, conductor, musicology). Baroque instrumentalists are
also invited to apply to participate.
FACULTY

Robin Leaver
Professor Emeritus
Westminster Choir College
Andrew Megill
Director of Choral Activities
University of Illinois

Volume 43 No. 2

go.illinois.edu/BachAcademy

Nancy Wilson
Mannes College The New School
Princeton
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My Best, Not the Best continued from page 7)

I pull aside or send individual
notes to students who I know
had a rough day. I stay in touch
with alumni who are struggling
with their career paths in music.
I make more time in classes
for conversations about the
importance of music in our lives
and the perspective it gives us.
I believe I gave my students a
great music education before I
had a baby. I also believe I am
giving my students a great music
education now. Students are
benefiting from having me as
their teacher both then and now,
and they are simply benefiting in
different ways. Still, I find myself
doubting my own effectiveness
and feeling inadequate on many
days. Regardless of what stage of
life you are in now, I would bet
that many of you are in the same
boat. What makes us effective
music educators is constant selfreflection and hunger for more, but
at the same time it is a balance. The
quality of our music instruction
should always be a top priority,
which is why we stay involved
in organizations such as ACDA.

However, at one point I convinced
myself that to give MY best is
to give only THE best musical
and educational experiences. I
have realized that rather than
approaching my career trying to
provide THE best music education
(which really, what does that even
mean?), I hope to focus on giving
MY best as effectively as I can.
My best on one day might be
different than my best on another
day in the same week. My best
right now might look drastically
different from my best five years
from now. I am not suggesting that
we should accept mediocrity and
status quo in our programs and
quit striving for growth. Rather,
I am suggesting that sometimes
we have the right to feel good
about what we do without tearing
ourselves down. Because we
work really hard. And if we are
truly doing our best on a daily
basis, who can really argue that?
Students deserve my best, but
they don’t need a battered, wornout Mrs. Catt either. I believe
that we should not feel guilty
about changing and adapting our

approaches and philosophies to
best fit our lives now. If you are
not taking care of YOU, you are
ultimately not giving your “best”
to the students.
I have been teaching less than a
decade, and I realize that I am
in no place to advise others on
how to survive this beautiful
and challenging world of high
school choral music. I have many
colleagues and mentors who could
give far more valuable pearls
of wisdom along those lines. So
please forgive me if my message
comes across even slightly preachy
in this article. That is not at all my
intent. This article is intended for
all hardworking music educators
everywhere who deserve to feel
a little more confidence today.
More than anything, I simply hope
this article serves as a reminder
to be kind to yourself. To forgive
yourself a little bit more. To
remind yourself that your best, no
matter what that might be on each
day, is all that your students need.
And for that, you should feel very
proud.

SAVE THE DATE - Friday & Saturday - October 27 & 28, 2017

IL-ACDA Fall Conference
“Come to the MAC”

McAninch Arts Center - Belushi Performance Hall
College of DuPage - Glen Ellyn, Illinois

HEADLINERS

TIM SHARP - Executive Director - National ACDA
EMILY ELLSWORTH - Artistic Director of Anima - Glen Ellen Children’s Chorus
Grades 4-6 Honor Chorus (Saturday only)
High School Honor Show Choir ( Thursday PM - Saturday)
Adult Church and Community Choir (Friday PM - Saturday)
Performing Choirs, Interest Sessions and Reading Sessions
Volume 43 No. 2
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Parting Thoughts From a High School Choral Director
Bryan Kunstman
District 9
As submitted by Dale Morgan.
Dale Morgan will be retiring from
teaching at the end of the 20162017 school year. For the past
seventeen years, Mr. Morgan has
been the director at St. Charles
North High School. At the end of
this year, Mr. Morgan will have
completed his 25th year as a choral
educator. Prior to teaching at St.
Charles North, Dale taught at
Riverdale Jr. and Sr. High Schools
in Port Byron, IL and at Woodstock
High School. From 1981 – 1999,
Mr. Morgan took an 18 year hiatus
from teaching to be a professional
actor. Mr. Morgan taught briefly
at Glenbard South High School as
well.
Mr. Morgan has been the choral
director at St. Charles North High
School (SCN) since it opened in
the fall of 2000. In that time, he
has built an outstanding choral
program, been a positive influence
on his students, and created a
legacy of excellence for SCN.
Dale Morgan received a BM and
an MA from Eastern Illinos, and
he received his National Board
Certification in 2010.
When asked about what gives him
and/or has given him the greatest
satisfaction in his position Morgan
said: “Exposing students to great
literature while teaching musical
skills that will give them real tools,
such as sight-reading, to continue
their choral experience beyond
high school.”
According to Morgan “the ability
to listen and detect the problems
of an ensemble and the ability
to have a solution that is not just
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momentary, but applicable from
that point on” is a characteristic
that will allow someone to be a
successful choral director. Mr.
Morgan adds that the following
skills and circumstances allow
a teacher to be successful. “An
awareness of balance and how to
help student listen to achieve it.
Understanding that vowels are
the key to great choral tone and
intonation. An ability to have
a great rapport with students
as well as parents. Support
from the administration on the
importance of music in schools and
a commitment to make sure it is
allowed to flourish.”
As a choir director, Mr. Morgan
said his greatest challenges
have been “dealing with the
continuing bombardment of single
section AP classes that creates
scheduling conflicts and forces
students to give up their music
experience.” Morgan also stated
that it is important for district
administrators view music as a
core class. “General music for
30 minutes a week, no choral
experience prior to 6th grade, not
allowing us to take middle school
choirs to elementary schools…
has had a devastating impact on
enrollment.”
Mr. Morgan reflected on several
who have helped him throughout
his career when he said “I have
been fortunate to know some
exceptional choral directors
who have provided advice and
suggestions. Jeff Hunt, Bob
Boyd, Brett Goad, Mona Wis,
John Maharg, Dana Floor to
name a few, have provided great
conversation on literature and
choral technique. I am also blessed
to have exceptional colleagues at
SCN: Michael Malloy, Brian Wis,
John Wojciechowski, and Krista

Halvorson who have provided
support as a music department
that views all disciplines equal.”
Mr. Morgan shared the following
when asked to identify model
choral directors: “Though I
have many directors who have
inspired me, there are three who
have influenced me greatly. John
Maharg, who was the director of
choral activities when I attended
Eastern Illinois, had a major
impact on my understanding of
what choral directing could be…
Dr. Mona Wis has also influenced
my conducting and interpretive
approach. She is a master teacher
and I enjoy watching her work
with students, not just for the
approach to expressive conducting,
but also for how she establishes
a respectful environment for
learning… Finally, the person
who had the greatest impact on
me was my elementary and junior
high music teacher, Michael
Landes… He taught me so much
more than music. He taught me
the importance of commitment
and respect for what you do and
most importantly, for who you are.
He was a second father to me and
I will always be grateful for his
presence in my life.”
Looking back on how his teaching/
directing strategies have changed
over the years, Morgan states,
“We all change as we learn new
teaching strategies… An example
would be the use of solfege in the
classroom. I had no experience
in college with this method of
instruction. In fact, though I knew
what it was, I really only thought
of it when I watched the Sound
of Music. It was not until I came
back to teaching… that I began to
utilize it as a teaching tool. I had
no choice, because it was being
used at Glenbard South, which is
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where I taught when I returned
to teaching. Frankly, it changed
everything for me. Being forced
to learn this system, showed
me it was easily learned and an
invaluable tool for teaching music
reading. The result of this change
opened so many possibilities of
different and more challenging
literature for my students to
experience.
Morgan shared that at SCN “we
are not about competition. We care
about excellence. We do, however
want our students to experience
outstanding performance
opportunities.” With that in mind,
he listed the following events as
favorite memories from his career:
2010 ILMEA performance, ACDA
Midwest Regional Conference
performance in Cincinnati,
OH. Additionally he said, “My
other favorite memories are our

performances during our tours of
Europe. I could say performing
Mass in the Vatican would be on
the top of the list… Finally, in 2009,
after a concert in Hungary, the
members of the church provided a
home cooked meal of goulash and
other regional treats. But, it wasn’t
the meal, it was their request that
we sing our National Anthem.
Then they performed theirs. The
emotions at that moment led to
cheers and tears from everyone. I
will never forget that moment in
time.”
The final question for Mr. Morgan
asked him to give advice to young
choral directors who are dealing
with new challenges due to the
Danielson evaluation model, and
PERA (the evaluation of teachers
based on student performance).
His responded, “After having done
National Board Certification, I

can honestly say this evaluation
process is not difficult. However,
it is too time consuming. In our
‘need’ to hold people accountable,
we are killing the joy of teaching.
We have to spend so much time
writing, we are losing what
teaching is all about. The greatest
teachers are instinctual. Their
experiences are what feed their
growth and development…. So,
I would tell them to do the best
they can BUT do not let this always
changing evaluation process get
in the way of what it is they really
want to do, make music.
Thank you to Dale Morgan for
taking time to reflect on his career,
and for his willingness to share
his experiences and offer advice to
other choral directors to consider.
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